Fusion Release Notes
VERSION: 3.4; BUILD DATE: 2016-10-14

New Features
Case #125 A new feeding style has been added to Fusion's abilities. Fusion now works

seamlessly at feedlots where a loader mixes rations into several feed boxes which are then
dumped into trucks for delivery.
Case #16 In the Manual Feed Entry window, you can now set a different date when you

manually create feed deliveries. We still recommend manually entering feed on the same
day whenever possible, but you no longer have to backdate loads and deliveries when it
isn't possible.
Case #101 When a new version of Fusion is released, your server will make sure all the

related install files are fully downloaded before you are notified of the upgrade. This process
sometimes never completed if the internet connection was poor. The process for
downloading files has been enhanced so that even in poor internet situations, you will
eventually get all the files for upgrading. Of course, this change won't be noticed until
upgrading to the next version of Fusion.

Changes
DSIs are not longer supported with this version.
Some internal settings were changed which should result in slightly less connection loss
with Fusion Client.
Case #123 Cleans up some files that are no longer needed on the server. The files were

very small, but there could be many of them collected over the years. These are
automatically deleted when they aren't needed anymore.
In order to protect customer data privacy, we have had Fusion report only a 365-day rolling
average of your head count to our billing system for billing purposes up until now. We are
finding this causes confusion where the head count changes drastically throughout the

year. Fusion will now report a 90-day rolling average to our billing system which should
allow the billed head count to be closer to what you would expect while still not allowing us
to see actual head counts.
We have made a slight adjustment to the way feed usage is calculated, rounding
ingredients in loads more accurately. The side affect is that if old reports are re-generated,
load sizes may vary by 1-2 lbs, sometimes affecting billing by a few cents.

Bug Fixes
Case #121 In some cases Fusion did not detect unbilled feed properly. This is fixed.

